
Signatures, auto-replies and anti-
spam as they were meant to be.

Put signatures and disclaimers 
on every email sent, even from 
smartphones, auto-adjust your auto-
replies and any email based on rules 
and use anti-spam that stops spam - 
not mail.

With Mail Utilities on Exchange 2003, 
your mail can do more.

Flip over for more details
on Mail Utilities or email
sales@exclaimer.com or call
01252 531 422.



Mail As It Should Be
Vary signatures and disclaimers for different teams – use one for sales, one for legal and one for both to use on internal 
mail.

Fill names and contact details in signatures with users’ data from the Active Directory, you create a template, which is 
completed with every user’s details to create their signature – instantly, for everyone.

Add images, text, fields and social media in the comprehensive editor – and hide fields automatically if there’s no data 
for them, like a fax or out-of-hours number.

Let marketing and designers create and edit signatures remotely - without touching your Exchange server or tampering 
with your settings.

Mail Made Easy
Use rules to get perfect auto-responses and total email 
control: adjust auto-replies based on inbound mail, 
alter your address on certain mail, monitor staff email 
and more – all automatically.

Adjust outbound mail too: show a team address, like 
‘sales@’, on email to customers, but not colleagues or 
suppliers.

Not Anti-Mail, Anti-Spam
Use global email traffic-analysis, not word-filtering, to 
stop spam: it knows your contact’s email won’t be near 
identical to millions of others – but spam will.

The Recurrent Pattern Detection engine (RPD) is from 
Commtouch, who have Google, Microsoft, HP and 
Fujitsu as clients – and over 20 years’ experience.

Trust Is Earned
37 million users worldwide trust our Microsoft Certified, 
award-winning products and 10 years’ experience – in 
financial giants, technology leaders and local charities.

We’re a Microsoft Gold Partner who have provided 
products to every industry, to companies of every size 
and to millions of customers with complex and unique 
needs.

Our products take more stress in testing than they 
ever will in your business: so whatever your needs, our 
software can match them.

Step Up
Migrating to Exchange 2007/10 or SBS 2008/11? 
You’re still taken care of.

Get Mail Disclaimers, Auto Responder and 
Exclaimer Anti-spam for the same features but 
even more power. SBS users can get them all in a 
half-price pack: SBS Suite.

If you upgrade, so do we.

Get in touch on sales@exclaimer.com
or 01252 531422 

“ It was easy to install, we had it up and   
 running within minutes. I highly recommend   
 this product to anyone”

 Mike Schellenberg, Systems Analyst, Corporate Traffic 


